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EXPERTSGREETINGS

Ivan Merkulov
“PIR” Informative Project 
President

Friends, we are glad to invite you again to participate in the 
project for professionals of the tea and coffee industry – 
Moscow Coffee and Tea Expo.

Interest to “Coffee and Tea” forum increasing every year 
resulted in establishing a separate topical exhibition in 
2013. Over 100 events on 6 stages were waiting for guests: 
workshops and seminars from the top experts, SCAE 
certification, 5 impressive championships, business lectures 
and other vents for cafe and restaurant, bar and coffee house 
owners.

Moscow Coffee and Tea Expo has become an excellent 
place to exchange opinions among professionals from 
Russia, CIS and European countries: international experts, 
owners and managers of establishments, top coffee and tea 
manufacturers and equipment suppliers.

We are sure that the second Moscow Coffee and Tea Expo 
international exhibition will not only acquaint guests with 
the latest novelties of equipment and technologies within 
the exposition, but will also give an opportunity to talk to 
guru of coffee and tea industry face-to-face. Our experience 
multiplied by your ambition to develop and raise to new 
heights will give results and bring Russian coffee and tea 
industry to a new level!

Sonja Bjork Grant
Head judge of the World 
Barista Championship

Good morning, Moscow!

When I was invited to participate in Moscow Coffee and 
Tea Expo 2013, I was honoured to be in a group of many 
professionals, both local coffee people and international.

The show was very well organized, full of interesting and fun 
activities and professional seminars and workshops.

The crew was very dedicated in making all the activities 
start and finish on time, which is very much important when 
having a fully booked coffee schedule.

Along with the organizing, I also liked the brew bars, Tea 
Garden and different cuppings. There is nothing like having 
a good cup of brewed coffee in the early mornings of the 
shows. Great dinners and sightseeing tours and the whole 
show ended in big party where the biggest cake I have seen 
in years was offered!

I was very pleased to be invited to The Moscow Coffee and 
Tea Expo 2013 and will for sure be there next event 2014. 

Coffeeregards,
Sonja Björk Grant

Project Team

Vyacheslav Cheberyak
Head of «Food and Beverages»
Department
+7 (495) 637-94-40 # 108
+7 (903) 212-81-50
food@pir.ru

Subbotin Mikhail
Head of event programme
Moscow Coffee and Tea Expo
+7 (495) 637-94-40 # 127
+7 (985) 775-02-75
s.mikhail@pir.ru

Tamara Shemanova
Manager for Exhibitors
 +7 (495) 637-94-40 #132
sale4@pir.ru

Greetings
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EXPERTSGREETINGS
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EVENTS 2013

Main Business Stage
Main Business Stage, business program for owners and 
managers of HoReCa segment companies, became the 
central spot of business program and source of the 
brightest ideas.

The speakers, masters of their trade, were invited 
by Nuova Simonelli and Business Russia companies: 
Gwilym Davies, Colin Harmon, Fritz Storm, Asli Yaman, 
Nikolay Chistyakov and Dmitry Koryukin. Experts 
spoke about coffee plantations, roasting profiles and 
their effecting on blend, monogrades and mixtures, 
about alternative brewing menu: all the most relevant 
interesting to professionals of the branch.

Russian final of the world’s famous educational 
program for baristas Coffeeducation League – Russia 
2013 under supervision of Fritz Storm was held at the 
main stage as well.

The Coffee Box
This unique outstanding program of events created 
in collaboration with companies Traveler’s Coffee and 
La Marzocco, manufacturer of the high-quality coffee 
equipment.

The Coffee Box workshops were devoted to judging 
practice, New York specialty coffee, GS/3 coffee 
machine and other professional issues of the coffee 
industry.

Speakers:Dan Streetman (senior judge of US Barista 
Championship), Sonja Bjork Grant (senior judge of the 
World Barista Championship) and Ettore Scagliola 
(La Marzocco Service Manager).

One of the most incredible championships of the 
coffee industry, Moscow Barista Championship 2014, 
took place at The Coffee Box too.

Events 2013

Tea Garden
Workshops devoted to tea exclusively ran at Tea 
Garden area: guests got learned how to launch a tea 
room, purchase high-quality tea by acceptable price, 
increase profit of venue, and many more. Here was also 
presented the new trend in tea industry, herbal teas, in 
a number of thematic workshops.

Special program of Tea Garden stage was carried out by 
the experts from tea homeland, China and India. Those 
were over 10 experts, and among them: Grigory Potemkin, 
Sakkeer Hussain, Viktor Yenin, Aneta Aslakhanova, David 
Karamyan, Irina Dorofeeva, and others.

American actress Kathleen Turner used to say that 
the genuine tea blending was like expensive wine: 
it cannot be repeated, secrets of its preparation are 
known only to the author. Tea Garden speakers shared 
these very secrets.
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EVENTS 2013

The Lab. – Certification Zone
The Lab. Certification zone is an exclusive Moscow 
Coffee and Tea Expo project, “behind the glass” 
laboratory for coffee experiments. 

Here, Timur Dudkin performed first certification 
according to SCAE CDS (the unique educational system 
aimed at enhancing knowledge of coffee industry 
professionals all over the world).

Certification covered three disciplines:
• Barista Skills Foundation (for barista beginners),
• Barista Skills Intermediate (for skilled baristas)
• Cup Tasting. Sensory Intermediate (for coffee 

sommeliers, coffee roasting specialists, cup-tasters).

In The Lab. Certification Zone, Timur Dudkin also ran his 
open workshop focused on featuring green bean quality.

The Lab. Open Space
The Lab. Open Space was designed as an open stage 
where Russian and foreign experts presented their 
coffee beans workshops for baristas and roasting 
masters. And here they completely dived the way 
what coffee undergoes, from bean to cup.

Is there any difference between Ethiopian and Kenyan 
coffee? What are the peculiarities of Scandinavian 
coffee roasting? What spoon is correct for beverage 
tasting? Timur Dudkin, Aleksandr Tsibaev, Tatiana 
Elizarova, Jens Tomsen, Morten Wennersgaard, Michael 
de Renouard, and others shared their professional 
knowledge.

This stage also hosted two competitions: Grind & Brew, 
the coffee grinding championship, and the final stage 
of the Russian Coffee Roasting Championship 2013.

Brew Bar
Stage restoring age-old traditions of manual methods 
for coffee making was offering to visitors some unique 
opportunity to meet the best Russian and world 
baristas’ secrets of coffee brewing: coffee in aeropress 
and specific siphons, french press, pour-over and 
through Chemex.

Such countless number of alternative methods has 
shown that the world of coffee is rather mysterious and 
deep, it hides much more secrets of taste and flavor.

Every process manager’s speech was accompanied by 
detailed explanation of displayed process, its benefits 
and drawbacks, and backstage. Tastings were served by 
such companies as Hario (presented by RVC), Traveler’s 
Coffee, Trabocca, Mare Terra, and others.
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CHAMPS

Championships 2013
Moscow Barista Championship
Moscow Barista Championship itself was the 
competition among baristas for a chance to get to 
the final championship of Russia. That time judges 
were Dan Streetman (senior judge of US Barista 
Championship), Sonja Bjork Grant (senior judge of the 
World Barista Championship) and Ettore Scagliola 
(La Marzocco Service Manager). Competitors who took 
the first 6 places received exclusive cups hand-made by 
Reg Barber who provides trophies for US competitions. 
The winner was prized with La Marzocco coffee 
machine.

Russian Coffee Roasting 
Championship 2013
Russian Coffee Roasting Championship 2013 was a 
competition giving to participants the opportunity 
to demonstrate their talents and skills of working 
with coffee beans in front of the world top experts. 
Sonja Bjork Grant (senior judge of the World Barista 
Championship) and Tatiana Elizarova (Sense of Coffee 
school training manager) were among the judges.

Russian Alternative Cup Tasting 
Championship
Russian Alternative Cup Tasting Championship is 
an open competition hosted by Timur Dudkin. Such 
competition is always relevant because one of the 
main aims of any coffee chain item (from farmer 
to consumer) is to remember and repeat the taste 
customers liked.

Grind and Brew
Grind & Brew is a coffee grinding championship. 
This competition was interesting due to participants 
were required to know the espresso extraction process, 
to have large experience in using coffee grinders 
and coffee machines. Secret of every cup of coffee 
starts with correct grinding: it determines the taste 
of beverage. While grinding professionals consider not 
only coffee quality and coffee grinder kind, but even 
the air humidity level. That championship was judged 
by Tatiana Elizarova (Sense of Coffee school Training 
Manager) and Aleksandr Tsibaev (Head of Mahlkoenig, 
Dalla Corte, Ditting sales line, “Franko” LLC). The winner 
got Mahlkoenig Vario Home coffee grinder as the main 
prize.

Profile Challenge Championship
Profile Challenge was a championship comparing 
roasting profiles (range of various roasting conditions). 
Coffee specially provided for this competition was 
brewed under the same grinding settings, temperature 
and equal amount of water. Such coffee of same pack 
was granted to four participants of the experiment. 
Thus, the only variable thing left in competition was 
the roast parameters. Further comparative blind tasting 
was available to everyone and exhibition attendees 
themselves tried coffee samples made by competitors 
and chose the profile they liked. Considering this choice 
organizers did conclusions what modern trends are 
prevail among consumers.
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BRANDS

Participating BrandsStatistics
Ancap Spa

Amino B. V.

Bioteaque

Bravilor Bonamat

Bunn

Unitex

C. B. C. Royal First

Caffe Perte

Chino Coffee Machine

Coffee Owl

Compak Coffee Grinders

Dalla Corte

Franke

Ditting

Mahlkoenig

Eureka Conti Valerio S. R. L

La Genovese

Conti

Pulycaff

Jura

Kumpan Coffee

La Cimbali

La Marzocco

Lelit Espresso

Loring Smart Roaster

Nestle Professional

Newby Teas

Nivona

Nuova Simonelli

Pellini

Rancilio Group

Routin 1883

Schaerer

Segers

Svay

Tchaba

Yanyshev

Alta Roma

Gaggia

Artplast TPC

Sonnentor

Café Molinar

Victoria Arduino

Businesscom

Vending Solutions

Legenda Gor

Izzo

Gran Rich

Business Russia

GTC

Illycaffee

La Spaziale

IIC Euro-Policy

Italco

Cardboardia

Pascucci Bio Cafe

Goppion Caffe

Bazzara

Coffee Paradise

Coffeelaktika Barista 
School

Coffergy

Lord Proud

Coffee Work Shop

Mashtakov

Montana Coffee

Motion View

Torrefazione Goriziana

La Va Del Te

Parmalat

Paulig Rus

PyramidDome

Saeco

Profitrade Rus

Riko Distribution

Sanremo-Rus

Staryi Master  — NV

Aleph Trade

Art. Lebedev Studio

Tea Tang

Café Esmaralda

Triumph

Traveler's Coffee

Davinci Gourmet

Camardo

Teahouse Exclusive

Food Republic

Huhtamaki

Cheboko

Elcanto

Julius Meinl Russland

Jamaica Blue Mountain Rus

Moscow Coffee and Tea Expo 
2013

• 4200 sq. m
• 7200 visitors
• 55 exhibitors
• 92 brands,  

21 of them were new
• 6 stages
• 65 workshops

Distribution  
of visitors by 

territory

Distribution  
of visitors by

position

33,5 %
Moscow

43 %
Barista

6 % CIS

1,5 %
Europe

0,5 %
Roasting 
specialist

7,5 %
Other

13 %
Maganer

21 %
Operators

59 %
Regions

15 %
Owners
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EXPOSITION

Main
Business

Stage  
The

Coffee
Box

The Lab

Brew
Bar

Main Business Stage
The Stage will bring together the world’s leading 
specialists, business owners and managers willing 
to share their successful business practices and 
bright ideas for coffeehouse, cafe, bar and restaurant 
development. This Stage is designed specifically for 
knowledge and experience sharing and networking  
in the HoReCa segment.

The Coffee Box
The Coffee Box, one of the main stages of exhibition, is 
a unique spectacular series of events. 
The Coffee Box guests will have a chance to broaden 
their horizons at educational workshops and seminars, 
to find out about latest innovations in the industry 
around the globe and to take part in a bright show.  
The Stage will also host new exclusive competition  
for coffee and tea industry professionals.

Brew Bar
In this interactive zone company representatives 
will demonstrate alternative ways of coffee brewing 
inviting the guests to taste and compare different kinds 
of coffee. The presentations will be delivered not only 
by renowned Russian specialists, but also  
by representatives of famous international brands. 

The Brew Bar will also include a T-Zone, where tea 
lovers will get a chance to learn everything about one 
of the world’s oldest beverages. The tea experts will 
share their experience and give a fresh look on making 
of traditional tea and tea-based cocktails, dwell on 
new recipes and serving methods during fascinating 
interactive workshops. Special attention will be given 
to herbal teas, which are growing in popularity right 
now.

The Lab. Open Space
In 2014, “Behind the Glass” laboratory will be open again: 
it is an open event space where Russian and foreign 
experts will run workshops for baristas and roasting 
specialists. Here visitors will again have a chance to learn 
the differences between coffee of various countries and 
harvests roasting features, coffee beans and much more. 
The experts will elaborate on every step of the coffee 
making: from bean to cup.

The Lab. Certification Zone
According to past experience of the 2013, baristas aspire 
to improve their skills, aiming higher and higher. The area 
will feature the SCAE CSD certification – the educational 
system targeted at professional development of the 
coffee industry specialists.

Moscow Coffee and Tea Expo 2014 Exposition Plan
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EXPOSITION

Participation 
Formats
Exhibition Stand
Rent of 1 м2 raw space:
1 side open — 260 euro
2 sides open — 270 euro
3 sides open — 280 euro
4 sides open — 290 euro
Standard booth arrangements 
1 sq. m — 75 euro.

Set of furniture and equipment 
depends on the booth square.

Rent of booth arranged in complex:
4 sq. m – 1 800 euro
6 sq. m — 2 700 euro
Booths are located around the Main 
Business Stage perimeter (Central 
stage of exhibition).
Complex arrangement includes:
• back wall, back wall shelves, 

reception desk, 1 bar stool, carpet 
covering, light, 1 kW socket;

• logo on the front side  
of reception desk and wall.

Registration fee — 480 euro
Includes: 
• publication of the participant’s 

information on exhibition  
website and in official catalogue,

• invitations and badges to the 
exhibition
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Partnership
Partnership opportunities allow using a potential of the 
exhibition for your company or brand promotion at the 
Russian coffee and tea market to the maximum effect.

Partnership with Moscow Coffee and Tea Expo is an 
opportunity to favorably present yourself to prospects, 
assess potential demand for your product or services 
in coffee and tea industry, direct contacts with 
representatives of the targeted business, enhance 
brand recognition and targeted acquisition  
of customers and other parties concerned.

Partnership packages are made individually for every 
company according to its requirements and activity. 
Our goal is to find the most beneficial variant for the 
company, brand or product development.

The proposed packages include:
• Use of your logo and status of a partner in the 

exhibition design (banners, plasma displays, 
employees’ uniform, etc.).

• Use of your logo and status of a partner in the 
exhibition advertising campaign (website, catalogue, 
advertising inserts in the information partners’ 
editions, etc.).

• Exclusive use of the partner’s products by experts 
and participants of competitions.

Advertisement publication  
in the exhibition official catalogue

Advertising module Cost

Double-page spread (2 pages) 2 500 euro

1 page 1 250 euro

Half page 840 euro

Second cover (inside front) 1 700 euro

Third cover (inside back) 1 500 euro

Company’s name highlighting  
in the list of exhibitors 315 euro

Footnote next to the layout  
(logo, stand number, pointer) 200 euro

DOUBLE-PAGE SPREAD (2 pages A4)
+ 5 bleed (430х307)

1 PAGE А4, 2nd and 3rd covers
+ 5 mm bleed (220х307)

HALF OF А4
+ 5 mm (110х307)

HALF OF А4
+ 5 mm (220х152)

Dimensions of advertising modules 
for the catalogue
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TAKE PART

Promotional and PR Campaign

Web portals

• menu.ru
• restoranoff.ru
• hospitality.ru
• restorator.ua
• restoranoved.ru
• resto.ru
• generalexpo.ru
• jivoy-travyanoy.ru
• horeca.ru

• prokofe.com.ua
• sportmagazin.net
• teateka.ru
• teaworld.su
• oborud.info
• degustator.net.ua
• gastroafisha.ru
• orient.rsl.ru
• prokofe.ru

Printed press

• CoffeTalk
• Barista Magazine
• Roast Magazine
• Ski Industry
• Sport Magazine
• FoodService
• Horeca Magazine

• Gostinitsa  
i Restoran

• Sovremennyi 
Restoran

• Liniya vkusa
• Restorator

Social networks

Facebook.com/MoscowCoffeeandTeaExpo
Professional 
communities

Moscow Coffee and Tea Project implements a wide range of advertising 
opportunities to attract target audience and for the purpose of promotion  
in Russia and CIS countries.

Website expocoffeetea.ru
• publication of news on the project and the 

industry
• 16 500 hits since July till November
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